Women’s Mining Coalition

2017 Fly-In Summary
3 ½ days
43 women
209 meetings with Representatives, Senators, and staff
88 digital packets emailed to offices with no meetings scheduled
  (some with impromptu meetings)
297 total packet deliveries, visits and emails
Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Land & Minerals Mgmt Office
Richard Cardinale, Chief of Staff ASLM
Mike Nedd, Acting BLM Director
Downey Magallanes, Advisor to Ryan Zinke
Kathy Benedetto, Special Assistant to Ryan Zinke
The Issues

Hardrock Issues

- CERCLA 108b Financial Assurance
- Sage Grouse Land Use Plan Amendments

Coal Issues

- Coal Policies
- Coal Technologies
The issue papers WMC presented at each meeting are being used as reference material by the congressional offices.

Several cosigners were added to NMA’s dirt tax letter during the week.

WMC offers knowledge and resources by providing accurate mining information in follow-ups to questions posed by staffers during meetings.
The Group